
Word Definition Translation In sentence from film Time

1 knight
 a man of high social position trained to fight as a 
soldier on a horse

рицар
For centuries, the order of the Knights Templar
have searched for the mythical Apple of Eden.

Present Perfect

2 seeds
a small, round, or oval object produced by a plant and 
from which, when it is planted, a new plant can grow

зерно, сім'я; тут - початок 
непокори, те, звідки все 
почалося

They believe it contains not only
the seeds of man's first disobedience, but the key to the free 
will itself.

Present Simple

3 disobedience refusal to do what someone in authority tells you to do непокір
They believe it contains not only
the seeds of man's first disobedience, but the key to the free 
will itself.

Present Simple

4 relic
an object, tradition, or system from the past that 
continues to exist

реліквія
If they find the relic and decode its secrets, they will have the 
power to control all freedom of thought.

Інше

5 deliver
 to take goods, letters, parcels, etc. to people's houses 
or places of work

доставляти The Inquisition has finally delivered Spain to the Templars. Present Perfect

6 hold out to defend захищатися Sultan Muhammad and his people still hold out in Granada. Present Simple

7 сapture
to take someone as a prisoner, or to take something 
into your possession, especially by force

брати в полон
But if his son, the prince, is captured, he will surrender the 
city and the Apple of Eden.

Інше

8 surrender
cease resistance to an enemy or opponent and submit 
to their authority

здаватися, здати, 
капітулювати

But if his son, the prince, is captured, he will surrender the 
city and the Apple of Eden.

Інше

9 swear to honor
Do you, Aguilar de Nerha, swear to honor our order
in the fight for freedom?

Present Simple

10 preserve
to keep something as it is, especially in order to prevent 
it from decaying or being damaged or destroyed:

оберігати
To defend mankind against Templars' tyranny, and preserve 
free will?

Present Simple

11 sacrifice
to give up something that is valuable to you in order to 
help another person (even life)

жертвувати Swear to me that you will sacrifice your life. Інше

12 blindly not noticing what is around you сліпо (вірити) Where other men blindly remember, nothing is true. Present Simple

13 permit to allow something дозвіл, дозволяти
Where other men are limited by morality or law,
remember, everything is permitted.

Present Simple

14 soul

the spiritual part of a person that some people believe 
continues to exist in some form after their body has 
died, or the part of a person that is not physical and 
experiences deep feelings and emotions:

душа You're here to save my soul. Present Simple

15 sin
the offence of breaking, or the breaking of, a religious or 
moral law

гріх Lord, wash away my sin, and I'll be clean. Інше

16 execute to kill someone as a legal punishment страчувати
At six pm yesterday evening, you
were executed and pronounced dead.

Past Simple

17 exit to be, or to be real існувати
And so far, as anyone in the world knows or cares, you no 
longer exist.

Present Simple

18 rehabilitation wing
You're in a rehabilitation wing of Abstergo Foundation in 
Madrid, a private organization dedicated to the perfection of 
human kind.

Present Simple
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19 eradicate
to get rid of something completely or destroy 
something bad

позбутися, викорінити
With your help, we can pioneer new ways to eradicate 
violence.

Present Simple

20 patient
a person who is receiving medical care, or who is cared 
for by a particular doctor

пацієнт He's my patient Present Simple

21 blade a kind of weapon клинок Are the blades prepared? Present Simple

22 provenance the place of origin
походження, кому належали 
раніше

And we confirmed their provenance? They belong to Aguilar Past Simple

23 burial the action or practice of interring a dead body поховання We recovered them from his burial site. Past Simple

24 epidural
an anaesthetic (= a substance that stops you feeling 
pain) that is put into the nerves in a person's lower back 
with a special needle

епідуральний анестетик Insert epidural. Present Simple

25 Scanning DNA сhains Scanning DNA chains. Searching for time frame. Інше

26 Commence to begin something починати Commence regression. Present Simple

27 harbor (v)
keep (a thought or feeling, typically a negative one) in 
one's mind, especially secretly

таїти в собі Which household harbored the boy? Past Simple

28 captive a prisoner полонений
With the prince of Granada as captive, his father, sultan, will 
surrender his rebellious city, the last safe haven for the 
infidels.

Future Simple

29 rebellious
showing a desire to resist authority, control, or 
convention

бунтівне
With the prince of Granada as captive, his father, sultan, will 
surrender his rebellious city, the last safe haven for the 
infidels.

Future Simple

30 infidels
someone who does not have the same religious beliefs 
as the person speaking

невірні
With the prince of Granada as captive, his father, sultan, will 
surrender his rebellious city, the last safe haven for the 
infidels.

Future Simple

31 heresy
belief or opinion contrary to orthodox religious 
(especially Christian) doctrine

єретик, єресь God will punish his people's heresy. Future Simple

32 impact
the action of one object coming forcibly into contact 
with another

вплив
Last year the economic impact of antisocial behavior was 9 
trillion dollars.

Past Simple

33 acceptable  satisfactory and able to be agreed to or approved of прийнятий, прийнятний
We believe that man today experiences a measure of 
aggression which he finds no acceptable outlets.

Present Simple

34 descendant
a person who is related to you and who lives after you, 
such as your child or grandchild

нащадок He is a direct descendent of Aguilar. Present Simple

35 artifact
an object made by a human being, typically an item of 
cultural or historical interest

артефакт And the artifact? The Apple. It's within our grasp. Present Simple

36 grasp domination панування And the artifact? The Apple. It's within our grasp. Present Simple

37 double helix
the shape formed by two parallel lines that twist around 
each other

подвійна спіраль, тут - 
прототип

Watson and Crick found a double helix. Past Simple

38 cure
something that makes someone who is sick healthy 
again

ліки (лікувати) My daughter finds the cure for violence. Present Simple

39 violence actions or words that are intended to hurt people насилля My daughter finds the cure for violence. Present Simple

40 religious persecution hostility and ill-treatment because of religious beliefs релігійні переслідування
War, religious prosecution, and the closest that Father 
Torquemada or any of our Order came to find the Apple of 
Eden.

Past Simple

41 vote
to express your choice or opinion, especially by officially 
writing a mark on a paper or by raising your hand or 
speaking in a meeting

голосувати We shall vote to discontinue your Abstergo project. Present Simple

42 discontinue to stop doing or providing something припиняти We shall vote to discontinue your Abstergo project. Present Simple

сканується послідовність ДНК



43 annually once every year один раз в рік
We feel that giving you 3 billion annually could be better 
spent elsewhere.

Present Simple

44 civil liberties
the right of all citizens to be free to do what they want 
while respecting the right of other people

громадянські свободи, 
цивільні права

People are no longer care about their civil liberties, they care 
about their standard of life.

Present Simple

45 outgrown grow too big for (something). перерости The modern world has outgrown notions like freedom. Present Perfect

46 threat a person or thing likely to cause damage or danger загроза The threat remains while free will exists. Інше

47 remain continue to exist продовжувати існувати The threat remains while free will exists. Інше

48 eliminate to remove or take away someone or omething усунути
For centuries we try with religion, with politics and now 
consumerism to eliminate dissent.

Present Simple

49 dissent a strong difference of opinion on a particular subject інакомислення
For centuries we try with religion, with politics and now 
consumerism to eliminate dissent.

Present Simple

50 trace  to find someone or something that was lost вислідковувати, стежити She has traced protectors of the Apple. Present Perfect
51 die out stop existing вимирати All the blood lines have died out. Present Perfect

52 regression a situation in which things get worse rather than better тут - занурення (у галюцінації)
Images of your regression, laying themselves over your 
present day field of vision.

Present Simple

53
present day field of 
vision

Images of your regression, laying themselves over your 
present day field of vision.

Present Simple

54 relive
to remember clearly an experience that happened in the 
past

пережити, відродити
By using the Animus, we can relive lives of those who made 
us who we are.

Present Simple

55 prison
a building where criminals are forced to live as a 
punishment:

в'язниця What kind of prison is this? It's not a prison, Cal. Present Simple

56 psychological relating to the human mind and feelings психологічний
I know everything about you, Cal. Your medical data,
your psychological profile, the mutations in your MAO-A gene.

Present Simple

57 foster
used to refer to someone or something connected with 
the care of children, usually for a limited time, by 
someone who is not the child's legal parent

прийомні сім'ї I know about the foster homes, the juvenile homes. Present Simple

58 juvenile home
homes for children without parents or for children with 
bad parents

дитячі будинки I know about the foster homes, the juvenile homes. Present Simple

59 living proof real proof живий доказ You are a living proof of the link between heredity and crime. Present Simple

60 link connection зв'язок You are a living proof of the link between heredity and crime. Present Simple

61 heredity
the process by which characteristics are given from a 
parent to their child through the genes

спадковість You are a living proof of the link between heredity and crime. Present Simple

62 ancestor  a person related to you who lived a long time ago предок Who is Aguilar? Your ancestor. Present Simple

63 burn at the stake They were burnt at the stake by the Templars. Past Simple

64
take up the Assassins' 
cause

Aguilar took up the Assassins' cause. Past Simple

65 Do you go out much? Do you go out much? More than you. Present Simple

66 predisposition a tendency сихльність All born with predisposition to violence. Present Simple
67 pimp a man who controls prostitutes сутенер You killed the man. A pimp. Past Simple

присягнути на вірність Асасіну

Багато ви знаєте!

спалити живцем на багатті

свідоме сприйняття сучасності



68 proud
feeling pleasure and satisfaction because you or people 
connected with you have done or got something good

гордий
She must be very proud.

Present Simple

69 ancient civilization old civilization древні/античні цивілізації
God or some ancient civilization have left us a road map to 
understand why people are violent.

Present Perfect

70 possession  the fact that you have or own something володіння
Aguilar was the last person known to have had it in his 
possession.

Past Simple

71 noble blood noble = moral in an honest, brave, and kind way дворянська кров Man may prove that has some noble blood in him yet. Present Simple

72 poisoner
a person who has killed or harmed someone using 
poison

отруйник
But my name is Baptiste. I'm dead 200 years now. Voodoo 
poisoner.

Present Simple

73 harmless not able or not likely to cause harm той, що не завдасть шкоди I'm harmless. Present Simple
74 infinity endlessness нескінченність Pick the wrong choice, you'll send us all to infinity. Інше

75 slugger You're up, slugger. Present Simple

76 betray
to not be loyal to a person, often by doing something 
harmful such as helping their enemies

зрадити We should stop him before he betrays us. Present Simple

77 deteriorate to become worse погіршиться If his condition deteriorates, pull him out. Інше
78 pull out take out витягнути If his condition deteriorates, pull him out. Інше

79 waste
use or expend carelessly, extravagantly, or to no 
purpose

марнотратити When I die today, don't waste your tears for me. Інше

80
If a man abide not in 
me

abide = accept якщо у мені немає людини
If a man abide not in me he is cast into the fire
and he is burned!

Present Simple

81 decade
a period of ten years, especially a period such as 2010 
to 2019

десятиліття
For decades, you have lived in the world torn apart by 
religious discord.

Present Perfect

82 tear apart break something into pieces розривати
For decades, you have lived in the world torn apart by 
religious discord.

Present Perfect

83 discord disagreement незгода, дисонанс, розбрат
For decades, you have lived in the world torn apart by 
religious discord.

Present Perfect

84 purge rid of an unwanted thing позбутися, очистити
But soon, thanks to God and Inquisition we will purge this 
disease!

Future Simple

85 seek to defent to try to defend
прагнути, намагатися 
захищати

The sinners before you, sought to defend the
heretic prince of Granada, are the last heathen stronghold in 
our holy war.

Past Simple

86 heathen stronghold pagon stronghold язичницька фортеця
The sinners before you, sought to defend the
heretic prince of Granada, are the last heathen stronghold in 
our holy war.

Past Simple

87 holy related to a religion or a god святий
The sinners before you, sought to defend the
heretic prince of Granada, are the last heathen stronghold in 
our holy war.

Past Simple

88 mentor
a person who gives a younger or less experienced 
person help and advice over a period of time

наставник
You will watch your mentor burn and then you will die the 
slowest.

Future Simple

89 glory
great admiration, honour, and praise that you earn by 
doing something successfully

слава Give glory to the future. Present Simple

90 synchronize cause to occur or operate at the same time синхронізувати He is synchronizing. Damned heretics! Present Continuous
91 desynch not synchronize несинхронізація Complete desynch. Present Simple
92 temporal for a period of time тимчасовий Paralysis is temporal. Present Simple

someone, especially a young boy, who tries very hard at something



93 get through deal with something difficult
поборимо, пройдемо через це, 
справимося

It caused a neurological split but we got you through it. Past Simple

94 safekeeping protection from harm or loss безпечне зберігання
My father recovered it from the scene of your mother's 
murder. And brought it here for safekeeping.

Past Simple

95 combat a fight, especially during a war побороти We're here to combat aggression. Present Simple

96 beast
an animal, especially a large or dangerous four-footed 
one

звір, бестія We're feeding the beast. We're making him stronger. Present Continuous

97 let smb out to come out відпустити How about you let me out of here? Present Simple

98 gain
to get something that is useful, that gives you an 
advantage

отримати вигоду What do you hope to gain from the newcomer? Present Simple

99 negotiate
try to reach an agreement or compromise by discussion 
with others

вести переговори I had to negotiate. You mean manipulate? Past Simple

100 abondon to leave for ever покинути
We merely (=just) abandoned them to their own inexorable 
faith.

Past Simple

101 inexorable impossible to stop or prevent
невблаганна, невмолима, те, 
що неможливо зупинити

We merely (=just) abandoned them to their own inexorable 
faith.

Past Simple

102 faith great trust or confidence in something or someone віра, вірність
We merely (=just) abandoned them to their own inexorable 
faith.

Past Simple

103 ridicule
unkind words or actions that make someone or 
something look stupid

знужатися
People ridiculed them. Rebels, fools, drug addicts.
But they were wise.

Past Simple

104 rebel
a person who is opposed to the political system in their 
country and tries to change it using force

повстанець
People ridiculed them. Rebels, fools, drug addicts.
But they were wise.

Past Simple

105 fool a person who behaves in a silly way without thinking дурень
People ridiculed them. Rebels, fools, drug addicts.
But they were wise.

Past Simple

106 drug addict a person who is addicted to an illegal drug наркомани
People ridiculed them. Rebels, fools, drug addicts.
But they were wise.

Past Simple

107 wise
having or showing experience, knowledge, and good 
judgment

мудрий
People ridiculed them. Rebels, fools, drug addicts.
But they were wise.

Past Simple

108 dedication
 the willingness to give a lot of time and energy to 
something because it is important

відданість They used this reputation to hide the dedication to principles. Past Simple

109 admire to respect and approve of someone or their behaviour захоплватися And for that I admire them. Present Simple

110 find out to discover дізнатися Let's find out. Present Simple

111 grave  a place in the ground where a dead person is buried могила Take it to your grave. Present Simple

112 tomb
a large stone structure or underground room where 
someone, especially an important person, is buried

гробниця, надгробний 
пам'ятни,  могила

His tomb is in Seville Cathedral. Present Simple

113 breach
an act of breaking a law, promise, agreement, or 
relationship

спроба втречі, піти на пролом, 
порушити правила

Breach in common room. Present Simple

114 facility
a place, especially including buildings, where a 
particular activity happens:

об'єкт, будинок-об'єкт Purge (очистити) the facility. Present Simple

115 redeem (in Christianity) to free people from sin; to save врятувти, спасти
Your recent work has impressed as much but it has 
confirmed our belief that mankind cannot be redeemed.

Present Perfect

116 resistance
the attempt to prevent something by action or 
argument

опір
Any impulse towards independence, resistance or rebellion 
will be crushed.

Future Simple



117 deserve
to have earned or to be given something because of the 
way you have behaved or the qualities you have

заслуговувати Not everything deserves to live. Present Simple

118 retrieve to find and bring back something повернути, витягнути I will retrieve the artifact for the Elders. Future Simple



to describe permanent actvities Mary lives is Scotlland.
to describe well-known facts It is hot in summer. 

I drink tea
She drinks tea

to talk about timetable and 
arrangements The plane takes off at 8:00

Do you drink tea? Does she drink tea?
to talk about habits (every day, usually, 
seldom...) I drink tea every day.

I do not drink tea She does not drink tea to describe plot of books, movies, etc. Bart Simpson goes to Springfield school. 
when we comment sport events Henry passes to Beckham and he goals! 
with stative verbs (promise, like, love, 
rtc.) I promise I will call off (cancel) the meeting. 

in zero conditional (permanent facts) If you take ice from the fridge, ice melts.

in first conditional (likely to be true in 
future)

If you give me 100$, I will buy a new english 
book. 

to talk about future plans after some 
words (as soon as, when, after)

I will call you back as soon as my sister 
arrives. 

I am drinking tea now. 
She is drinking tea now.

Are you drinking tea now? Is she drinking tea now?

I am not drinking tea now. 
She is not drinking tea 
now. 

I have just drunk tea.
She has just drunk tea.

Have you just drunk tea? Has she just drunk tea?

I have not drunk tea yet. She has not drunk tea yet. 

I have been  drinking tea 
for an hour!

She has benn drinking tea 
for an hour!

Have you benn drinking 
tea for an hour?

Has she benn drinking tea 
for an hour?

I have not been drinking 
tea for an hour. 

She has not been drinking 
tea for an hour.

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continued up to the present 
(focus on length)

I have been studying in UK for three years!

to describe past actions (focus on period 
of time), results of which are in present 

I have been writing all the morning! I am so 
exhausted.  

Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on action); 
just, recently, yet, ever, never, so far, etc.

Present Perfect Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Pr
es

en
t P
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ct
 C
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:

Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on duration); 
how long, all morning, all Monday, etc.

W
e 

us
e 

Pr
es

en
t P

er
fe

ct
:

to describe situations that is changing 
now

The helthcare system is getting worse and 
worse.

to describe actions happenning now 
(now, at the moment, etc.)

I am watching football now. 

to describe uncompleted actions that are 
supposed to be completed.

I have not drunk my tea yet. 

to describe past actions, results of which 
are in present 

I have cleaned my fridge. Now it is the 
cleanest fridge I have ever seen!

to describe habits that make you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

You are always eating my sandwiches! Stop 
it!

to describe past actions that finished in 
past, but we do not know exact time 
(usually, to talk about experience) 

I have been to Latvia. 

to describe past actions that finished 
recently

I have just gone to the shop. 

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continue uo to the present 
(focus on action)

I have had this brilliant wordlist for three 
days!

to talk about 100% plans in the future
I am visiting my friend in the hospital 
tomorrow.

to describe temporary (it will not 
continue) situations and actions (even 
temporary habits)

I am working for this company until I can find 
something better. 

У кожному вордлісті ми розробили опис усіх часів англійської мови зі прикладамидля повторення 
основ граматики | Masterpiece.com.ua

Опис часу

Present Simple

Використання:
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e 
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e:

Present Continuous

W
e 

us
e 
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en
t C
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:
Always, usually, always, often, seldom, hardly ever, 
rarely; Every day, at the weekend, on Fridays, twice 

times a week; in the afternoon, in winter.

Words:

Now, at the moment, today, tonight, tomorrow, next 
weekend, etc.

Words:

Present Perfect



I drank tea yesterday
She drank tea yesterday

Did you drink tea 
yesterday?

Did she drink tea 
yesterday?

I did not drink tea 
yesterday

She did not drink tea 
yesterday

I was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

Were you drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.?

Was she drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.?

I was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

to  describe synchronous actions
While Kate was reading a book, I was 
vacuuming.

to describe habits that made you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

My wife was always eating all cakes!  

I had started to drink tea 
when you came.

She had started to drink 
my tea when you came.

Had you started to drink 
tea when I came?

Had she started to drink  
tea when you came?

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came.

She had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came.

Had you been drinking 
tea for an hour when I 
came?

Had she been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 
came?

I had not been drinking 
tea for an hour when you 
came.

She had not been drinking 
tea for an hour when you 
came.

in second conditional (untrue facts in 
present)

If I were you, I would sell blue car. 

to talk about short actions that 
interrupted the longer one

While he was cooking, the telephone rang.

to talk about past habits (usually, 
seldom, often...)

When I was three years old, I often went to the 
park. 

to talk about past actions that happened 
one after another (stories in the past)

He cooked a cake and ate it.

to describe completed actions in the 
past

Mary visited Scotland last year.

The action, which began in the past, 
lasted for some time and finished: 
1) just before a certain point in the past 
or 
2) before another action in the past 
started

to describe actions in progress in the 
past

Mary was reading yesterday at 12 p.m.

to describe interrupted action in the past I was cooking when my mobile phone rang

Yesterday at six pm we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

By the time you came, we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

I had finished my homework when you called. 

I had finished my homework by three o'clock. 

to describe temporary (it did not not 
continue) situations and actions (even 

I was living with my husband at that time. 

to describe backgorund information of 
the story

There were a lot of people at the bus stop. 
Some of them were writing something in the 
copybook. Others were looking for money for 
the ticket in their pockets.   

Past Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Pa
st

 S
im

pl
e:

Words:

While, as, yesterday at 7 p.m., in those days, at that 
moment, etc.. 

Words:

how long, since, beofre, by the time, for, etc.

Past Perfect

W
e 

us
e 

Pa
st

  P
er

fe
ct

:

Words:

By the time, already, ever, by, before, etc.. 

to describe an action that was 
completed before another one in the past 
or before a specific point of time in the 
past

Past Perfect Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Pa
st

  P
er

fe
ct

 C
on

tin
uo

us
:

Past Simple

W
e 

us
e 

Pa
st

 S
im

pl
e:

Words:

two days ago, yesterday, last week, last night, last 
summer, etc.



I will drink tea next 
morning.

She will drink tea next 
morning.

Will you drink tea next 
morning.

Will she drink tea next 
morning.

I won't (will not) drink tea 
next morning.

She won't (will not) drink 
tea next morning.

Tomorrow this time I will 
be drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
will be drinking tea.

Will you be drinking tea 
this time tomorrow?

Will she be drinking 
tea this time tomorrow?

Tomorrow this time I 
won`t (will not) be 
drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
won`t (will not) be drinking 
tea.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 
tomorrow.

I am going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

She is going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

Are you going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

Is she going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

I am not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

She is not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

I am going to visit my husband tomorrow

to describe a prediction of future events I will be at home tomorrow. 

to describe fast decisions about future
I do not have enough suger. I will go to the 
market.

to  describe offers, request etc. (about 
future)

Will you clean the fridge?

to  describe promises of future events Believe me, I will be on time!

Next year my friend will have been married for 
a year.

Future Perfect Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 P

er
fe

ct
 C

on
tin

uo
us

:

to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on duration!)

By 9 pm we will have been doing this task for 
a five days! Let`s look at it another way.

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

Future Perfect

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 P

er
fe

ct
:

to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on action!)

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

Future going to

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 g

oi
ng

 to
:

to describe 95% plans in future

Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Simple

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 S

im
pl

e:

Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Continuous

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 C

on
tin

uo
us

:

Words:

tomorrow this time, tomorrow at 7 o’clock

to describe future actions at a specific point 
of time (in the process)

to describe longer action in the future that 
will be interrupted by a shorter action in the 

future

Tonight at 6 PM, I will be watching TV.

I will be eating when she arrives tonight.


